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SUMMARY
A highly motivated and passionate software developer with 2+ years of experience
in designing, developing, and maintaining the web. Strong knowledge of
programming languages such as JavaScript, Java, and C++, as well as proficiency in
technologies such as React, Redux, Node.js, and Git. Proven ability to deliver
high-quality software solutions on time and within budget, focusing on continuous
learning and improvement.

EXPERIENCE
Freelance Remote
Full-Stack Developer March 2021- June 2022
■ Experienced full-stack web developer with a proven track record of completing

multiple projects utilizing JavaScript, React, Redux, Ruby on Rails, Angular, Git,
C++, TypeScript, and TailwindCSS.

■ Built features and applications with a mobile-responsive design.
■ Tested the apps to ensure responsiveness and efficiency.

Federal Civil Service Commission, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
System Administrator, January 2019– June 2022
■ Maintained the ICSMIS system for the Ethiopian Federal Civil Service

Commission.
■ Monitored ICSMIS system performance for the Ethiopian Federal Civil Service

Commission.
■ Configured and installed local servers, executed hardware and software

upgrades, and supported disaster recovery and backup procedures for the
ICSMIS system.

■ Monitored network communication for the ICSMIS system.
■ Collaborated with the IT team and technical project manager to develop

roadmaps, identify solutions to roadblocks, and mitigate the impact on server
uptime for customers.

EDUCATION
MICROVERSE, June 2022–Present
Remote Full Stack Web Development Program, Full Time
■ Spent 1300+ hours mastering algorithms, data structures, and full-stack

development while simultaneously developing projects with Ruby, Rails,
JavaScript, React, and Redux.

■ Developed skills in remote pair programming using GitHub, industry-standard
git-flow, and daily standups to communicate and collaborate with international
remote developers.

UNIVERSITY OF GONDAR, September 2012– July 2016
Bachelor of  Information System
■ Thesis: Student Management System for Walya School.
■ Degrees Were Awarded Honours.

SKILLS
Front-End: JavaScript, React,
Redux, jQuery, HTML5, CSS3,
Bootstrap,
Materialize, Tailwind,

Back-End: Ruby, Rails, MySQL,
Nodejs, MongoDB

Tools & Methods: Git, GitHub,
Heroku, Netlify,
Mobile/Responsive
Development, RSpec, TDD,
Chrome Dev Tools, Kanban

Professional: Remote
Pair-Programming, Teamwork,
Mentoring

PROJECTS
Hotel Booking App-This web
application is a hotel reservation
app that allows users to see all
featured hotel rooms from the
app's own external API. If the
user is logged in they can reserve
a room.
-Built with (React, Tailwind, and
Redux, Rails, PostgreSQL)
Github Link Live Demo

Budget App-This budget app is
about building a mobile web
application where you can
manage your budget: you have a
list of transactions associated
with a category so that you can
see how much money you spent
and on what.
-Built with: (Ruby, Postgres, and
Rails)
Github Link Live Demo
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